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Scarlet Heat Part 4: Saved and Sacrificed
Hi, Im Taylor and Im a vampire... Oh God,
that sounds like an introduction at a twelve
step program to get over some kind of
awful addiction, doesnt it? But the only
addiction I have is to bloodI cant live
without it. And vampirism isnt something
you can get over by going to weekly
meetingsor at all, for that matter. I was
turned to a vamp against my will by the
sadistic 3-star vamp, Celeste. For years she
held me in bondage, torturing me and
making me do awful things. Finally my
best friend, Addison found a way to save
me but in order to do it she had to marry
me off...to a werewolf named Victor.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~* Victor here.
Yeah, Im a were and Im a lone wolf. That
means I live life on my own terms and I
dont need to be tied down by some fake
marriage with a freaking vamp. But even
though vamps and weres hate each other,
theres something about Taylor. Shes not
like any other vamp Ive ever met.
And...she smells like pack. Thats not all I
smell on her though. It ought to be
impossible for a vampire but...I think shes
going into HEAT. Her new sweet scent is
driving me crazy and bringing out the
Beast in me--not in a good way. Can I save
her from the Scarlet Heat while protecting
her from the curse that lives inside me? I
dont know... What People are Saying
about Scarlet Heat... Five Boundless Stars
from Boundless Book Reviews We met
Taylor back in book one of the Born to
Darkness series, Crimson Debt. She had
been horribly abused by her Mistress and
in order to free her she is arranged (forced)
to Blood Bond with a Werewolf Victor for
3 months. I was really looking forward to
reading Taylor and Victors book right from
their introduction in Crimson Debt and I
am so glad I finally got my hands on it. As
you can imagine two people (whatever)
living in that close proximity to each other
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for any amount of time can cause feelings
to change. It also doesnt hurt that Victor is
the only one who can feed Taylor. With
his blood comes some unexpected results
due to him hiding a very scary secret. The
scenes between Victor and Taylor were
scorching hot, but also super sweet. I
loved how he was with her. Victor was a
huge surprise for me. But I guess he
shouldnt have been. He was incredibly
loving and sweet yet 100% Alpha, just the
way Evangeline always writes her men.
Scarlet Heat totally hits the spot for this
Vampire/Werewolf
romance
and
I
absolutely cant wait to read the next
installment in the series, Ruby Shadows
Romance Junkies Reviews SCARLET
HEAT is the second story in Evangeline
Andersons BORN TO DARKNESS series
and I wholeheartedly highly recommend
especially if youve already read
CRIMSON DEBT. SCARLET HEAT not
only gives the reader Taylors story as she
grows in confidence and finds love with a
most unexpected man (werewolf, if you
want to get technical). Taylor and Victor
seem like a very unlikely couple yet theyre
perfect together and the situations they find
themselves in are positively enchanting. I
love how Victor is so patient with Taylor
and her sexual fears even while her coming
into heat is driving them both nuts.
SCARLET HEAT is a wonderful follow up
to CRIMSON DEBT and Im now eagerly
awaiting the next release in this charming
series, RUBY SHADOWS. ***Note to my
regular readers: this is the same book,
Scarlet Heat, which is available at the
regular Amazon site. It has been broken up
into 4 parts for kindle unlimited***
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